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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the author has detailed a Scheme of ‘Knowing The Infinitely Deeper Meaning’ of any ‘Consciousness Information’. Furthermore, the author highlights and envisages the significance of this scheme in constructing a ‘Universal Infinite Logic Distiller’.

Theory

Firstly, we consider any ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern and evaluate its Primality {see author’s work on Primality Engineering and also ‘‘Representation Of Alphabets By Prime Numbers’ Primality Engineering –I” [40]}. We also note the Various Orders of Sequence(s) of Primes to which the Primes of the thusly evaluated Primality belong to, given that we slate the aforementioned Primality in a Composite Hyper-Primality Basis that involves the use of Sequence Of Primes of All Possible Orders Available to us and also characteristic of any ‘Holistic Galaxy’ (see author’s work on ‘Galaxy’) of concern. By a ‘Holistic Galaxy’, we mean that type of Galaxy which has the Largest Number Of Primes and also with the Densest Distribution Spanning All Possible Orders of Sequence(s) of Primes available to us.

We now consider the Universal Hyper-Primality Basis Vector Set @ in which our ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern is Slated and consider its Evolution {see author’s ‘Theory Of Evolution Based On Consecutive Asymmetric Imaging Technique’ [39], ‘Evolution Through Quantization (Version III)” [30], ‘Universal Recursive Tessellation Based Scheme To Derive The Evolution Scheme Of Any Aspect Set Of Concern {Evolution Through Quantization (Version Two)} [28], ‘Recursive Consecutive Element Differential Of Prime Sequence (And/ Or Prime Sequences In Higher Order Spaces) Based Instantaneous Cumulative Imaging Of Any Set Of Concern’ [8], ‘Universal One Step Natural Evolution And/ Or Growth Scheme Of Any Set Of Concern And Consequential Evolution Quantization Based Recursion Scheme Characteristically Representing Such Aforementioned Evolution And/ Or Growth’ [4] and also author’s Holistic Treatise on ‘Theory Of Evolution’} for an Arbitrary Number of Cycles.

@ {a Vector – that is, it is basically a vector made up of all the Bases of the Prime Metric of all (i.e., all the Orders to which the Hyper-Primality Elements of the above evaluated Hyper-Primality of the ‘Consciousness Information’ of the aspect of concern belong to) the Orders of Sequences Of Primes}
We now consider construction of *Infinity Geodesic* of the ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern and can consider observing the ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern in the Basis of the *Complementary Arm* of the *Infinity Geodesics* of the ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern after *Every Cycle of Evolution* considered above.

At a *Higher Level*, we can even consider construction of *Infinity Geodesic* of the *Complementary Arm* of the *Infinity Geodesics* of the ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern and perform the same above analysis *Infinitely* to exhaustion.

Also, one can use author’s ‘*Complete Recursive Subsets Of Any Set Of Concern And/ Or Orthogonal Universes In Parallel Of Any Set Of Concern In Completeness (Version II)*’ [7], } find the *Complete Recursive Sub-Sets* {inclusive of those in *Orthogonal (Lateral) Spaces*} of the Primality of the ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern to *Exhaustion*, i.e., until we cannot find any more of such aforementioned *Sub-Sets*.

However, one Should First Ascerta the Genuinity of Ascription of any ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern to its ‘Native Father’ using author’s ‘*Truth Assessment Of Any Consciousness Information*’ [38] and also ‘*Genuinity Validation Of Any Original Work Consciousness Of Concern And De-corrupting Corrupted Original Work Consciousness*’ [20] (also see author’s *Refined Version* of [20], and author apologizes in advance for some possible inadequacies in [20]).

One can also perform similar above detailed analysis by considering Possible One Step Devolutions to Exhaustion. Also, one can analogously find the ‘Pysche Consciousness’ of any ‘Life Entity’ when we consider its ‘Quantum Signature’ as ‘Consciousness Information’ of concern.

*Insights Regarding The Construction of the Universal Infinite Logic Distiller*

{see author’s *Treatise on the same*}

*Moral*

*Love Never Lies.*
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